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Tunneling near the base of a barrier

C. Eltschka, H. Friedrich, M. J. Moritz, and J. Trost
Physik-Department, Technische Universita¨t München, 85747 Garching, Germany

~Received 22 December 1997; revised manuscript received 17 April 1998!

Generalized WKB connection formulas are used to derive the transmission amplitude describing tunneling
through a potential barrier via two isolated classical turning points. The resulting formulas correctly reproduce
the behavior in the vicinity of the base of the barrier where the tunneling probability vanishes exactly, and
where formulas available to date fail.@S1050-2947~98!06108-3#

PACS number~s!: 03.65.Sq
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I. INTRODUCTION

The semiclassical formula for the probabilityT of tunnel-
ing through a potential barrierV(x) at energyE is @1,2#
T51/Q2, whereQ is the exponentiated action integral ov
the classically forbidden regionE,V(x),

Q~E!5expS 1

\U Exl

xr
p~x!dxU D . ~1!

The classically forbidden region is bounded by the left a
right turning pointsxl andxr , andp(x)5A2m@E2V(x)# is
the local classical momentum, which is purely imaginary b
tween xl and xr . Near the top of a barrier,Q approaches
unity and improved formulas are available, which acco
for the fact that the two classical turning points are not i
lated in this case; an example is the formulaT51/(Q211)
due to Kemble@3,4#, which is exact for an inverted parabo
potential. More realistic barriers approach a constant
x→` and for x→2`, andQ(E) tends to a finite value a
the base of the barrier if the potential approaches
asymptotic value faster than 1/x2. The semiclassical formula
and available variations thereof hence predict a finite tun
ing probability at the base, in contrast to the exact quantu
mechanical result, which is zero. The failure of the conv
tional WKB formula and its various modifications t
correctly describe tunneling near the base of a barrier
recently been emphasized by Chebotarev@4#, and it can be
attributed to the fact that the wavelengths are large and
conditions of the short-wave limit are not fulfilled.

Large wavelengths are important, e.g., in situations
volving cold atoms, and numerically solving the Schro¨dinger
equation in this regime is a nontrivial exercise. This is o
reason why extending and generalizing WKB techniques
they remain applicable for long waves has recently becom
topic of considerable interest@5–7#.

The WKB approximation always breaks down at classi
turning points, and the phases and amplitudes of WKB w
functions on either side of a turning point are related
connection formulas, which are conventionally derived un
the conditions of the short-wave limit. When the conditio
of the short-wave limit are not fulfilled, the WKB wave func
tion on the classically allowed side of the turning point m
still be a highly accurate approximation of the exact wa
function, provided the appropriate connection formula
generalized to account for the correct ‘‘reflection phase’’@8#.
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Detailed investigations of reflection phases away from
short-wave limit have recently led to the derivation of simp
and accurate formulas for the scattering phase shifts of
gular potentials@9# and of a modified quantization rule yield
ing highly accurate energies for very weakly bound states
molecular potentials@10#.

For the description of tunneling, it is also important
discuss the relation of the amplitudes of the WKB waves
both sides of a turning point, and this shows that there can
an additional suppression of the wave function on the c
sically forbidden side when the conditions of the short-wa
limit are not fulfilled, e.g., near the base of a barrier. In t
present paper we use a generalization of the WKB conn
tion formulas to derive expressions for the transition amp
tude that include the effect of such additional suppress
and behave correctly near the base of the barrier. The ap
cability of our formulas is demonstrated in a number of e
amples including barriers with tails decaying exponentia
or as an inverse power of the coordinate.

II. GENERALIZATION OF THE WKB CONNECTION
FORMULAS

The WKB method provides an accurate approximation
the quantum-mechanical wave function as long as the
Broglie wavelength,l(x)52p\/p(x), varies sufficiently
slowly. This condition can be expressed quantitatively, e
in terms of the local classical momentum,

\2U p9

2p3 2
3

4

p82

p4 U!1. ~2!

The WKB wave functions}p21/2 exp@6(i/\)*xp(x8)dx8# are
actually exact solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation when
the left-hand side of the inequality~2! vanishes~e.g., @11#!.
The WKB approximation breaks down at a classical turn
point x0, becausep(x0)50, and there is in general a regio
around the turning point, the ‘‘badlands,’’ where the con
tion ~2! is poorly fulfilled. The WKB approximation can
soon become very accurate away from an isolated turn
point, and the oscillating WKB wave functions on the cla
sically allowed side are related to the decaying or grow
WKB wave functions on the forbidden side via connecti
formulas, which in their most general form are
856 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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2

Ap~x!
cosS 1

\U Ex0

x

p~x8!dx8U2 f

2 D
↔

N

Aup~x!u
expS 2

1

\U Ex0

x

p~x8!dx8U D , ~3!

1

Ap~x!
cosS 1

\U Ex0

x

p~x8!dx8U2 f̄

2 D
↔

N̄

Aup~x!u
expS 1

\U Ex0

x

p~x8!dx8U D , ~4!

with non-negative real amplitude factorsN,N̄, and real
phasesf,f̄. If the potential can be linearized in a regio
around the classical turning point, which includes seve
wavelengths on the allowed side and a multiple of the p
etration depth on the forbidden side, then the exact solut
of the Schro¨dinger equation are accurately approximated
Airy functions and matching leads to the standard resul
conventional WKB theory@12#: N51, f5p/2 in Eq. ~3!,
and toN̄51, f̄52p/2 in Eq. ~4!. ~Note that the latter for-
mula is written with a sine instead of a cosine in@12#.! The
accuracy of the WKB wave functions away from the turni
point does not, however, depend on fulfillment of the con
tions of the short-wave limit. The WKB wave functions o
either side of the turning point can be highly accurate, e
for large wavelengths and penetration depths, provided
condition ~2! is well fulfilled.

The phasef and the amplitude factorN in Eq. ~3! are
uniquely determined by asymptotically matching the WK
wave function to an exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion which decays to zero asymptotically on the classica
forbidden side. Asymptotically here means far enough aw
from the turning point for the condition~2! to be well ful-
filled, i.e., beyond the badlands. The phasef̄ and the ampli-
tude factorN̄ in the second connection formula~4! are not
well defined, because the wave function growing on the c
sically forbidden side of the turning point is not unique; a
arbitrary admixture of the decaying wave does not cha
the asymptotic behavior of the wave function on the clas
cally forbidden side. From the continuity equation we ca
however, derive one condition relatingf̄ and N̄ and the
well-defined quantitiesf andN.

Consider a linear superposition of the left-hand sides
Eqs. ~3!, ~4!, c5A3(3)1B3(4), with arbitrary complex
coefficientsA and B. The corresponding current densityj
5(\/m)Im(c* c8) on the classically allowed side of th
turning point is

j allowed56
2

m
Im~A* B!sinS f2f̄

2
D , ~5!

where the plus~minus! sign refers to the case that the cla
sically allowed side is to the left~right! of the turning point.
On the other hand, the current density obtained with
same superposition of the right-hand sides of Eqs.~3! and~4!
on the classically forbidden side of the turning point is
l
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j forbidden56
2

m
Im~A* B!NN̄. ~6!

Arbitrary superpositions of the WKB waves connected v
Eqs.~3!,~4! are thus consistent with the continuity equation
and only if

NN̄5sinS f2f̄

2
D . ~7!

The uncertainty inf̄, N̄ can be overcome, e.g., by requi
ing the oscillating waves on the allowed sides of Eqs.~3!,~4!
to be asymptotically phase shifted by a quarter of a wa
f̄5f2p, as is the convention in defining the irregular s
lution of the radial Schro¨dinger equation in scattering theory
This would imply N̄51/N according to Eq.~7!. Other
choices can, however, be justified, and, for the purpose
the present investigation, no harm is done in leaving
barred quantities arbitrary, except thatf2f̄ must not be an
integral multiple of 2p, because the left-hand sides of Eq
~3!,~4! would be linearly dependent in this case.

III. DERIVATION OF THE TRANSMISSION AMPLITUDE

We now study tunneling through a potential barrierV(x)
with two classical turning points,xl on the left andxr on the
right. V(x) is assumed to approach constant~not necessarily
equal! values forx→1` and x→2`. The wave function
far left of xl is described as a superposition of incoming a
reflected WKB waves,

c l~x!5
1

Ap~x!
expS i

\Exl

x

p~x8!dx8D
1r WKB

1

Ap~x!
expS 2

i

\Exl

x

p~x8!dx8D , ~8!

and the wave function far right ofxr is a transmitted WKB
wave,

c r~x!5tWKB

1

Ap~x!
expS i

\Exr

x

p~x8!dx8D . ~9!

The WKB reflection amplituder WKB and transmission am
plitude tWKB can be related to the conventionally defin
reflection and transmission amplitudes by identifying t
wave functions~8!,~9! with the exact solution of the Schro¨-
dinger equation in the asymptotic region. The modulus of
WKB reflection amplitude is of course equal to the modu
of the conventionally defined reflection amplitude, and t
modulus of the WKB transmission amplitude is related to
modulus of the conventionally defined transmission am
tudet by utWKBu5Akr /kl utu, wherekl is the asymptotic wave
number to the left andkr is the asymptotic wave number t
the right of the barrier. The factorAkr /kl is needed, becaus
the conventional transmission coefficientt is defined as a
ratio of amplitudes of dimensionless plane waves, wher
the reference waves forc l ~8! andc r ~9! contain the ampli-
tude 1/Ap. Furthermore, there is a phase correction to
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count for the fact that the WKB waves are defined with
spect to the classical turning points as reference rather t
e.g., the originx50, and that the local momentump(x) may
differ from its asymptotic value for finitex @7#. The WKB
transmission amplitudetWKB in Eq. ~9! is thus related to the
conventionally defined transmission amplitudet via

Akr

kl
t5tWKB expF lim

x→`
S i

\E2x

xl
p~x8!dx82 ik lx

1
i

\Exr

x

p~x8!dx82 ikrxD G . ~10!

In order to derive an explicit expression for the transm
sion amplitude we write the wave function in between t
two turning points as a superposition of decaying and gro
ing WKB waves,

cm~x!5
A

Aup~x!u
e2~1/\!*xl

x up~x8!udx8

1
B

Aup~x!u
e1~1/\!*xl

x up~x8!udx8. ~11!

We assume that the turning pointsxl and xr are isolated,
meaning that the badlands associated with the two turn
points should not overlap, i.e., there is a region betweenxl
and xr where the condition~2! is well fulfilled. The ansatz
~11! is then an accurate approximation of the true wave fu
tion in this range of values ofx. To the right of the barrier,
the wave functionc r ~9! can be written as

c r5
C

Ap
cosS 1

\Exr

x

p dx82
f r

2 D 1
C̄

Ap
cosS 1

\Exr

x

p dx82
f̄ r

2 D ,

~12!

with

C5
2tWKBe2 ifr /2

e2 ifr2e2 i f̄r
, C̄52

2tWKBe2 i f̄r /2

e2 ifr2e2 i f̄r
. ~13!

The subscriptr on the phases marks reference to the rig
hand turning point. The two cosine terms in Eq.~12! are
matched according the connection formulas~3!,~4! to
the growing and decaying terms exp@6(1/\)*x

xrupudx8#
to the left of xr , which can be written as
Q61 exp@7(1/\)*xl

x upudx8#, with Q defined as in Eq.~1!,

and represent decaying and growing terms on the classic
forbidden side of the left-hand turning pointxl . The coeffi-
cientsA andB which determine the wave functioncm @Eq.
~11!# in the classically forbidden region are thus

A5N̄rQC̄, B5
Nr

2Q
C, ~14!

and the subscriptr again marks reference to the right-ha
turning point. The decaying and growing terms to the right
xl , proportional toA andB respectively, are then matched
the appropriate cosine terms to the left ofxl according to
-
n,

-

-

g

-

-

lly

f

Eqs.~3!,~4!, and decomposition of the cosines into expone
tials enables comparison withc l @Eq. ~8!#. The coefficient of
the incoming WKB wave is

A

Nl
eif l /21

B

2N̄l

ei f̄ l /2, ~15!

where the subscriptl marks reference to the left-hand turnin
point. Equating the expression~15! with unity and exploiting
the relations~13!, ~14!, and~7! yields the general expressio
for the transmission amplitudetWKB ,

tWKB5 iNlNrS Q ei ~f l1fr !/22
NlNr

N̄l N̄r

1

4Q
ei ~f̄ l1f̄r !/2D 21

.

~16!

With the assumptions of conventional WKB theory
both turning points,Nl ,r5N̄l ,r51, f l ,r52f̄ l ,r5p/2, Eq.
~16! reduces totWKB5@Q11/(4Q)#21, a result given in the
textbook by Merzbacher@12#. We emphasize that the prese
formula ~16! is much more general. It does not depend
fulfillment of the conditions of the short-wave limit and
remains valid for arbitrarily long waves, as occur, e.g., n
the base of a barrier.

In Eq. ~16! the term in the bracket containing the poor
defined barred parameters is smaller than the dominant
to the extent thatQ is a large~but still finite! number. Thus,
for a sufficiently dense barrier, we can ignore the subdo
nant contribution and obtain a formula for the transition a
plitude, in which all ingredients are well defined,

tWKB' i Nl Nr e2 i ~f l1fr !/2/Q. ~17!

For a symmetric barrier the conditions at the left and rig
turning points are the same at a given energy, so we can
the subscripts and Eq.~16! becomes

tWKB5 iN2S Q eif2
N2

N̄2

1

4Q
ei f̄D 21

. ~18!

In the expression for the associated tunneling probability,
phases can be eliminated via Eq.~7! giving

T5utWKBu25F S Q

N2 2
1

4QN̄2D 2

11G21

. ~19!

Keeping only the dominant term gives

T'
N4

Q2 5N4 expS 2
2

\U Exl

xr
p~x!dxU D . ~20!

IV. APPLICATIONS

A simple illustrative example is the rectangular barrier
height V0 and lengthL. Energies below the barrier top ar
characterized by the wave numberk5A2mE/\ of the oscil-
lating waves in the classically allowed region and the inve
penetration depthq5A2m(V02E)/\ of the exponentially
rising or falling wave functions in the forbidden region. Th
left and right turning points are separated by the distancL
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PRA 58 859TUNNELING NEAR THE BASE OF A BARRIER
and are, for any large or small finite value ofL, truly iso-
lated, because the WKB approximation for the wave funct
is exact in the whole regionxr,x,xl ~and of course also fo
x,xl and x.xr). The amplitude factorN and reflection
phasef are obtained by comparing the WKB waves on
ther side of a turning point with the exact wave function f
the sharp potential step of heightV0, which is treated in
elementary quantum-mechanics classes; the result is

N52A kq

k21q2, f52 arctanS q

kD . ~21!

Note thatN approaches zero asAk}E1/4 at the base of the
barrier. This is a consequence of matching at the turn
point; here the value of the oscillating wave is essentia
given byk21/2 cos(f/2), and the value of the decaying wav
is essentially the amplitude factorN, because the facto
1/Aupu approaches a constant on the forbidden side
k→0. The reflection phasef approaches the valuep char-
acteristic of the long-wave limit@8#, and cos(f/2) goes to
zero as the wave numberk. ThusN must go to zero asAk for
k→0. This mechanism of additional supression of the wa
function in the classically forbidden region is most clea
illustrated for the sharp step, but it also occurs for oth
potential shapes whenk→0 corresponds to the long-wav
limit; this is the case for potentials falling off faster than 1/x2

@9#.
For the rectangular barrier we can also determineN̄ and

f̄, becausep8 vanishes in the classically forbidden regio
so the exponentially growing solution can be defined una
biguously. The results areN̄5N/2, f̄52f. With Eq. ~21!
andQ5eqL, Eq. ~18! thus becomes

tWKB5
4ikq

eqL~k1 iq !22e2qL~k2 iq !2
, ~22!

which agrees with the exact quantum-mechanical result@12#
when the phase correction~10! is taken into account. Nea
the base of the barrier,k→0, q→q05A2mV0/\, the leading
term istWKB;22i k/@q0 sinh(q0L)# and the tunneling prob
ability to leading order isT;4k2/@q0 sinh(q0L)#2. Neglect-
ing the subdominant term in the denominator on the rig
hand side of Eq.~22! corresponds to replacing sinh(q0L) by
@exp(q0L)#/2 in these two expressions.

Another soluble example is the cosh22 potential,

V~x!5V0 cosh22~x/a!, V0.0, ~23!

for which the exact transmission probability is@1#

T5
sinh2~p k a!

sinh2~p k a!1cosh2@pA~2mV0a2/\2!2 1
4 #

,

~24!

when the argument of the square root is non-negative.
k→0 the leading contribution is

T;p2 k2 a2 cosh22@pA~2mV0a2/\2!2 1
4 #. ~25!
n
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Near the base of the barrier, the classical turning points li
the exponential tail of the potential, e.g., forxl,0,

V~x!'U~x!54V0e2x/a, ~26!

and we can derive an approximate expression for the am
tude factorN if we replaceV(x) by the exponential potentia
U(x) when determining the parameters of the generali
connection formula~3!. For the exponential potentialU(x)
the exact wave function decaying to zero on the classic
forbidden side is a modified Bessel function@13#, c(x)
5Kika(2A2mV0a ex/a/\), and the reflection phase and am
plitude factor can be derived analytically in this case. T
reflection phase is@14#

f5p22 argG~11 ika!12ka@ ln~ka!21# ~27!

and the amplitude factor is

N5e2pka/2A2 sinh~pka!;HA2pka, k→0

1, k→`.
~28!

These expressions are accurate, as long as the full potent
well approximated by the exponential tail~26! in a region
around the turning point large enough to contain the b
lands. Again we observe, thatN approaches zero asAk at the
base. With Eq.~28! the formula~20! gives

T'4 e22pka sinh2~pka!/Q2 ~29!

for a barrier with exponential tails~26!. The tunneling prob-
ability ~29! approaches the conventional semiclassical re
1/Q2 whenka@1 and tends to zero ask2}E at the base of
the barrier. For the potential~23!, we have

Q5expFp kaSA2mV0

\k 21D G ;
k→0

expS p a
A2mV0

\ D ,

and the leading contribution to the tunneling probability~29!
at the base of the barrier is

T;4p2k2a2 exp~22pA2mV0a2/\2!. ~30!

This coincides with the low-energy expansion~25! of the
exact expression, when 2mV0a2/\2 is large enough, so tha
the 1/4 in the square root can be neglected and the c
replaced by half the exponential of the argument.

Now consider barriers decaying asymptotically as an
verse power of the coordinate, e.g., forx→`,

V~x!'Ua~x!5
\2

2m

ca22

xa
, c.0, a.2. ~31!

At sufficiently low energy, the right-hand turning point
essentially the turning pointx0 of the homogeneous potentia
Ua , which is given byx0 /c5(kc)22/a. The low-energy be-
havior of the amplitude factor and reflection phase for
homogeneous potential can be derived in the spirit of
effective range expansion@14,15# from the zero-energy regu
lar solutionx reg of the Schro¨dinger equation withUa , which
is essentially a modified Bessel function@13#,
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x reg~x!5c1AxK1/~a22!F 2
a22S c

xD ~a22!/2G
;

x→0
c1

A~a22!p
2 AxS x

cD ~a/4!2~1/2!

3expF2 2
a22S c

xD ~a22!/2G . ~32!

At small energies the potentialUa(x) @Eq. ~31!# rapidly
dominates over the energy term in the Schro¨dinger equation
asx moves away from the turning point into the classica
forbidden region. On the allowed side of the turning point
approximate the wave function by a free wave,

c reg~x!5c2 cosFkx2kx0g~a!2
f

2 G . ~33!

The constantg(a) is chosen as

g~a!5
Ap

2

GS 12
1

a D
GS 3

2
2

1

a D , ~34!

so that (1/\)*x0

x p(x8)dx8;kx2kx0g(a) for x→`, and Eq.

~33! is consistent with the definition of the reflection phase
Eq. ~3!.

To lowest order ink the zero-energy solution~32! on the
classically forbidden side of the turning pointx0 and the free
wave ~33! on the classically allowed side approximate t
exact solution not only asymptotically, but also close tox0.
Matching these wave functions and their derivatives atx0
thus provides an accurate approximation of the exact w
function, to which the WKB wave function can be match
asymptotically,x→0 andx→`, in order to determine the
leading-order behavior of the amplitude factorN and the
reflection phasef. The result for the reflection phase is

f;p22g~a!~ck!12~2/a!12 f ~a!ck, ~35!

with the constantf (a) given by

f ~a!5~a22!2@2/ ~a22!#

GS 12
1

a22D
GS 11

1

a22D . ~36!

The leading contribution to the amplitude factorN is

N;
2Ap kc

GS 11
1

a22D ~a22! [a/2~a22!]

. ~37!

Again N}E1/4 nearE50. Inserting Eq.~37! into the formula
~20! gives

T'
16p2k2c2

FGS 11
1

a22D ~a22! [a/2~a22!] G4

Q2
e

for the tunneling probabilityT at low energies.
The behavior ofN and f at finite energies can be ob

tained by numerically solving the Schro¨dinger equation with
the potentialUa and asymptotically comparing the WKB
wave functions~3! with the exact wave function. The resul
ing amplitude factorN is illustrated in Fig. 1 fora58. The
amplitude factor obtained in this way is accurate for all b
riers for which the potential can be approximated by t
power-law tail~31! in a region around the classical turnin
point which is large enough to contain the badlands.

As an example we have calculated the transmission p
abilities for the potential,

V~x!5
V0

11~x/a!8 . ~38!

FIG. 1. Square of the amplitude factorN derived by matching
the WKB wave functions~3! to numerically calculated exact wav
functions on either side of the turning point for the power-law p
tential Ua ~31! with a58.

FIG. 2. Numerically calculated exact transmission probabilit
~solid line! for the potential Eq.~38! with a58 andAmV0 /\2a
55, together with the result of Eq.~20! containing the amplitude
factor derived from the power-law tail of the potential~thick dashed
line!. The thin dashed line shows the conventional semiclass
result 1/Q2.
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PRA 58 861TUNNELING NEAR THE BASE OF A BARRIER
The asymptotic tail of this potential corresponds to Eq.~31!
with a58 andc65(2mV0 /\2)a8. In Fig. 2 the exact trans
mission probability~full line! is plotted forAmV0 /\2a55.
The thin dashed line shows the conventional WKB res
T5Q22, which deviates from the exact result and a
proaches a finite constant at low energies. The result of
mula ~20! with the approximate amplitude factorN of Fig. 1
is shown as a thick dashed line. It reproduces the low-ene
behavior correctly and merges into the conventional se
classical result asN approaches unity.

V. CONCLUSION

We have used the generalized connection formulas~3!,~4!
to derive amplitudes for tunneling through a potential barr
with two classical turning points. The expression~16! was
derived using only the assumption, that the two turn
points be isolated, i.e., that the WKB approximation be
curate somewhere in between. Neglecting the subdomi
term in Eq.~16! leads to the expression~17! for the trans-
-

lt
-
r-

gy
i-

r

g
-
nt

mission amplitude, which contains only well-defined quan
ties.

If the potential on the classically allowed side of a turni
point approaches its asymptotic~constant! value faster than
1/x2, then the amplitude factorN approaches zero asAk.
This additional suppression of the wave function on the cl
sically forbidden side of the turning point is characteristic
the long-wave limit, where the reflection phase approac
p. For a barrier potential approaching the same cons
(E50, say! faster than 1/x2 on both sides, the transmissio
probability vanishes as the energyE near the base of the
barrier. If the barrier approaches a constant (E50, say! on
one side of the barrier, and a different, lower constant on
other side, then the transmission probability vanishes only
AE near the base. Previous semiclassical formulas have b
unable to reproduce this vanishing behavior of the tunne
probability at the base of a barrier.

For potential tails decaying exponentially the reflecti
phase and amplitude factor are given analytically in E
~27! and~28!, respectively. For potentials decaying as 1/uxua,
a.2, the formulas~35! and ~37! give the leading behavio
of phase and amplitude near the base of the barrier.
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